URBAN DRAWER

PIN:Y88ECC

A Kiosk for the Future

Kiosks that have been impacted by society need to make new changes to modern society.
The "urban drawer" may provide a different vitality to the city blocks, so that the future city
will still keep kiosks as an important element.
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With the development of the Internet, traditional paper media is gradually
being replaced by mobilephones and electronic book devices. People
seldom touch ink-printing newspapers and periodicals. The single-function
kiosk were greatly impacted, and can no longer meet the needs. The
project is based on the following solutions:
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1. Take advantage of other features of ink printing products:borrowing,
exhibition, and publicity functions
2. Providing variety of activities allows pedestrians to stay
3. Lightweight and rapid construction and assembly, modular design
4. A futuristic appearance
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Removable Slide
Walls Rails on Roof
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Plate Buckle Outer
Frame Scaffolding
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Fiberglass
Bookshelf Wall with
LED Lights
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Slide Walls
Operable Seal Rails
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A pure mirrored box, with a steel structure module connected, to form a
complete modern kiosk. Due to the special effect of the mirror glass, the
steel frame seems to be drawn out of the urban space, hence the name
"Urban Drawer". Newspapers, magazines and posters are suspended in
the air on special perspex transparent bookshelves. The bookshelves can
be slid through ceiling and floor tracks to create different positions, and
they can be slid into glass boxes when the kiosk is closed.

Wall Section with
Mirror Display
Screen

The steel frame structure is composed of clap-like scaffolding originally
used to serve the site. This structure can be easily moved and quickly
reassembled to meet different site and functional requirements. The
more modules, the larger the number of functions can be achieved. Such
modular design allows kiosks to make unprecedented new contributions
to the modern city.

Enlarged Landing
Plate Node

AXON DETAIL

The mirror box and transparent bookshelf will give the kiosk a futuristic
appearance, as if hidden in the city streets. The mirror box is equipped
with an LED display plane to form a mirror display, which can provide
the latest network information, such as performance show time, city tour
guide and so on. There are also lights on the bookshelves to illuminate
the printed matter.
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